
How To Improve Construction
Collaboration (and Profitability) with
Modern Software

Collaboration is key to project success. However, given
the current construction environment, technology is
more important than ever in order to overcome
collaboration and construction data hurdles.

In just 15 minutes, you’ll learn how ViewpointOne can remove challenges that block
collaboration on a job site.

Working together, as a team can be a challenge on any construction project — especially when
driving towards strict project deadlines while trying to stay within tight budgets. Now, as the very
construction environments we’re working in are being reshaped, it’s even more important for
construction professionals across all roles and disciplines to improve their collaborative processes.

But, it doesn’t have to be so difficult —thanks to construction technology!

Take 15 Webinar: Increasing Collaboration
with Your Project Team



In this on-demand webinar, Viewpoint
Senior Solutions Engineer Mark Weldon,
walks you through common collaboration
hurdles and how to get over them with

ViewpointOne. He discusses how
having an integrated, cloud-based
construction suite in place improves:

Project Visibility: Overcome siloed data creation and

duplication to avoid risk and frustration.

Collaboration: Use an integrated solution that brings together

project data specific to various roles in your organization

instead of using multiple systems.

Accessibility to Data and Project Information: With mobile

access to real-time data from the field, pertinent project data

can be accessed easily leading to better and faster decision

making.

How can real-time project data and workflows throughout your organization improve construction
collaboration, and ultimately your construction profit margins? Watch the full Take 15 webinar
below to find out!

On-demand Webinars

Check Out Our On-Demand

Webinar Library
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